Tyr-863 phosphorylation enhances focal adhesion kinase autophosphorylation at Tyr-397.
Tyr-397 phosphorylation is important for focal adhesion kinase (FAK)-mediated signalling. In vitro FAK immunocomplex kinase experiments demonstrated that both FAK Tyr-576/577 and Tyr-863 phosphorylation regulated FAK Tyr-397 phosphorylation. While the former increased the intermolecular transphosphorylation activity of FAK, the latter was crucial for its cis-phosphorylation. This observation was further supported by the reduced complex formation between Src and 3F-FAK (576F/577F/863F-FAK) as compared to that between Src and 576F/577F-FAK or Src and 863F-FAK. Regulation of cis- and transphosphorylation activities of FAK by such a differential tyrosyl phosphorylation mechanism is unprecedented. Furthermore, in fibronectin-stimulated cells, both Tyr-576/577 and Tyr-863 phosphorylation could enhance FAK Tyr-397 phosphorylation. This observation implies that integrin-mediated FAK Tyr-397 phosphorylation was also regulated through both FAK cis- and transphosphorylation mechanisms.